Christmas Mayhem

BUDDY THE ELF  SANTA CLAUS  RUDOLPH  A TEENAGE GIRL

AN OLD MAN  JACK FROST  OLAF  THE GRINCH

A CONFUSED FOREIGNER  A RESTAURANT WAITER  EBENEZER SCROOGE  KEVIN FROM HOME ALONE

GIVES SOMEONE A LUMP OF COAL  ASKS TO BUILD A SNOWMAN  GOES TO THE SLEIGH DMV  EXPLORES THE NORTH POLE WITH SANTA

A STREET VENDER JUST APPROACHED BY BUDDY THE ELF  INTERVIEWS THE GRINCH  TALKS THEIR WAY OUT OF A SPEEDING TICKET  EXPLAINS TO SANTA THEY WANT TO RETURN THEIR GIFT

BUILDS CHRISTMAS DECOR WITH BUDDY THE ELF  DECORATES THEIR APARTMENT FOR CHRISTMAS  RUDOLPH'S MAKEUP ARTIST  TRIES TO CONVINCE SANTA TO MOVE CHRISTMAS TO JULY